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STUDENTS A CCUSED OF HONOR CODE VIOLATIONS
Rob Blumenthal
Stephanie Craig
Sarah Dudley
When grades came out at diction of the matter.
Sources close to the
the end of the semester
Inkwell report that several
some students received
members of one class were
disturbing and alarming
accused. As the days
news- they were being
progressed, Dr. Shipley
accused of honor code
scrutinized the work done
violations. The alleged
in other classes and found
violations occurred in
irregularities that prompted
Computer Science classes
the accusal of additional
and involved students
students.
collaborating on work that
The Inkwell contacted
was to be done alone. The
Dr.
Shipley for comment.
students were not given any
The professor declined
notice. Their grades came
saying,
"It would be totally
out and they were given
University Hall, the site where the alleged cheating occurred amon g the students in Dr.
inappropriate to comment
'incompletes'. Several
Shipley's computer science courses.
while (the inquiry) is under
students confronted the
Shipley in an attempt to
spent a considerable
has obtained a copy of the
way."
instructor, Dr. Charles
uncover further evidence of
class syllabus, and nowhere amount of time dramati
This is the first time
Shipley, who informed them
cheating
by his students. In
cally asserting the same
on the one page document
that Dr. Shipley has
that he had repo rted them
the same Statement to the
requirement" and that he
brought students before the does it mention the honor
for Honor Code violations
Honor Court, Shipley writes
"was redundant and em
code. The language of the
Honor Court since he
and they would receive no
"I've
had to struggle with
phatic
about
the
'adden
honor
code
clearly
states
that
began his teaching career
grade until the final juristhe
ethical
problem of
it is the instructor's responsi dum'" that was later added
at AASU in June of 1972.
Tell us what you are
revealing... the contents of
He received his Ph.D. from bility to define "unauthorized "orally" to the syllabus. It
correspondence
addressed to
has been asserted by
doing this summer!
the University of Nebraska help."
In a statement Dr. Shipley Shipley that he received, in me..." Ironically, in the
Bring pictures with
in Information and Com
writing, "assurances from a same document, he reveals
released earlier, he stated
puter Science.
your work and we'll
that he did in fact invade
student not charged with
The students in Dr. that while delivering the
tell your story to
emails
sent between stu
cheating
that
(he)
did
syllabus
to
the
class
"...
the
Shipley's classes are
everyone!
dents that were not ad
statement had been inadvert indeed assert on that first
accused of collaborating
We are now accepting sub
dressed to him.
day
that
the
programs
in
ently omitted and so (he)
on one or more programs.
missions for the summer
CSCI3330 were to be
At 12:30 pm on June 13,
The honor code states that added it verbally." The
editions of the Inkwell.
completed
without
collabo
2000,
the Honor Court
"statement" left off the
a violation includes
Come by MCC, room 202.
convened to hear pleas from
ration."
syllabus refers to another
"Giving or receiving any
The Inkwell Staff cor unauthorized help on any
the accused students. Upon
In
addition
to
the
sylla
portion of Shipley's release
rects errors when they assignment, test or paper.
bus, The Inkwell staff has
arrival, before entering their
which details ".. that the
occur. If you find an er The meaning of 'unautho programs were to be done on received information that
plea of guilty or not guilty,
ror of fact, please con rized help' shall be made
the students involved re
student email accounts,
an individual basis and that
tact Sarah Dudley, clear by the instructor of
ceived Shipley's statement
which existed to serve the
they were not 'group
Managing Editor, at each class."
purposes of the course
to the Honor Court.
projects.'"
> 15
927-5351.
itself, were recovered by
Shipley stated that "(he)
However, the Inkwell
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YOU HAVEN'T LIVED
•TIL YOU'VE SAVED A LIFE.
Talk about job satisfaction. Where else but in the U. S Coast
Guard could you save lives for a living? It's a good living too, with mat
pay and benefits. 30 days paid vacation, free travel, full- or part-time
opportunities, plus money f or college. Interested in an excit ing m iliury
career? Give us a call. And the next life you save could be your own. Cill
1-800-GET-USCG for more information.
USCG Recruiting Office
410 Mai Blvd. Suite 0.
Savannah, GA 31406
(912) 352-9714

Bonua Opportunities Range From
$2,000-$12,000

if you qualify
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AI Harris
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*The Inkwell is published and distributed bi-weekly
each semester.
Copies are available in distribution boxes
throughout the campus.
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*The Inkwell welcomes letters and comments for
improvement; provided that they are clearly
written or typed. All letters submitted for
publication must be signed with a telephone num
ber, as well as social security number for
verification purposes. These steps are required to
secure payment for articles written. Names will be
withheld upon request.

ANNUAL PATRIOTIC CONCERT
Honoring Veterans of the Armed Forces
SUNDAY, JULY 2, 20 0 0 • 3
: 0 0 P.M.
AASU FINE A RTS AUDITORIUM
* Traditional American Favorites

• U.S. Marine Corps Color Guard

" The Inkwell welcomes public service announce
ments, press releases, etc. Such information will be
published free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial staff.
*The comments and opinions expressed in this
publication do not necessarily express the views or
opinions of anyone other than the person who has
written the material and are not to be taken as a
relection upon the views of the Inkwell Staff,
faculty, administrators, the University System of
Georgia or the Board of Regents.

• Return of the Uplifting Narration

I Am Die Nation, read by
Brigadier General Joseph F.H. Peterson,
Assistant Division Commander,
3rd Infantry Division

• Award Presentation to George Zettler,
Chatham County Veteran of the Year
General admission $ 8
Seniors, military, an d children $ 5
Call 927.5325
I X''U S SL S >

*The Inkwell Staff reserves the right to edit
submissions for purposes of publication.
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Sports
ANNIE SELLS EARNS NFCA SECOND
TEAM DII ALL-AMERICA HONORS
Sophomore Annie Sells,
the Peach Belt Athletic
Conference's softball
player of the year, was
named to the National
Fastpitch Coaches Associa
tion DII All-America
second team by the organi
zation Wednesday.
Sells compiled a 23-3
record with an 0.75 ERA
and also batted .364 with
13 Home runs and 44 RBI.
The Chattanooga, Tenn.,
native struck out 264
battersfis that Nolan Ryan
like or what?) in just 176.1
innings of w ork for the
Pirates.
Sells was the only
player named to three

NFCA DII All-American
teams. Three other Pirates
- Tesh Wiewel, Crystal
McCracken and Maria
Lopez - were first-team
All-South Atlantic region
honorees along with Sells.
Sells is the first AllAmerica honoree for the
Pirates softball program,
which just completed its
third season of competi 
tion. AASU finished the
season with a 51-7 record
and a berth in the NCAA
South Atlantic Regional
Tournament. We at the
Inkwell are very proud of
all the AASU athletes who
represent our school. You
are the best!

AASU's Petersen, Tribolet earn GTE
Academic All-District Honors
Junior Christopher
Petersen and sopho
more Blaise Tribolet,
members of the No.6 ranked AASU
men's tennis team,
were named to the
2000 GTE Academic
All-District III Spring
At-Large Team on
Friday, as voted on by
members of CoSIDA.
Petersen and
Tribolet each helped
the Pirates advance to
the NCAA Division II
National Championship
quarterfinals. A native
of Valla, Sw eden,
Petersen finished the
year with a 24-6 singles
record and a 16-18
doubles mark. Tribolet,
from Lausanne, Swit
zerland, finished with a
23-7 singles and 18-16
doubles record. The
duo played No.1

doubles for the Pirates
throughout the season and
were the No. 12-ranked
doubles team in the
country, according to the
ITA Division II rankings.
Tribolet, the 2000
AASU president's cup
winner given to the top
AASU male and female
student athlete, carries a
3.79 GPA in economics.
Petersen carries a 3.67
GPA, also in economics.
The Pirate tennis team
finished the year with a
20-7 record and lost to
eventual national cham
pion
Lander in the
quarterfinals. AASU is the
only NCAA Division II
school to have both it's
men's and women's tennis
teams advance to the
National Championships
each of the past six sea
sons.
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Pirates Finish Third in PBAC
Commissioner's Cup Standings
Armstrong Atlantic
State finished third in the
1999-2000 Peach Belt
Athletic Conference
Commissioner's Cup
standings, released by the
PBAC office on Friday
afternoon. The PBAC
Commisssioner's Cup is
given to the top overall
sports program in the
conference based on how
each of the 12 schools
finishes in conference
play.
AASU accumulated 84
points, 10.5 points behind
Commissioner's Cup
winner North Florida and
four points behind runnerup Francis Marion. The
Pirates earned 12 points
for finishing in first place

in both men's and
women's tennis, 11.5
points for tying for first in
softball and 10.5 points
for tying for second in
volleyball.
North Florida captured
the cup for the first time in
school history. Francis
Marion, which sponsors
all 11 sports in the
Commissioner's Cup,
finished second after
winning the cup the two
previous years. The third
place finish by the Pirates
is tied for the best finish
ever for the AASU pro
gram. AASU has finished
third on three other occa
sions, in the 1993-94 year,
the 1994-95 year, and
1996-97.

AASU Softball Ends Season
with No.8 Ranking
The AASU softballsquad finished the season with
a 51-7 record, good enough to rank no. 8 in the nation.
The top 25 poll is formulated by NFCA Division II
Coaches. Led by second team All-American pitcher
Annie Sells, the Lady Pirates earned their first PBAC
championship and NCAA regional berth in just their
third season of competition.
AASU hurled a school- and PBAC - record 43
shutouts during the season and hit .336 as a team with
44 home runs and 333 RBI.

Fitness
Center

News...

As you probably know
the fitness center is open 7
days per week. The Fitness
center has just aquired a
new piece of equipment,
the Stretch Trainer by
Precor. This piece of
equipment is highly touted
The Fitness Center
for its ability to stretch
hours are:
muscles and increase
flexibility. A home version Mon-Friday: 6-8 am
noon-2 pm
is available.
For information about
4-8 pm
the Stretch Trainer, contact
Lynn Roberts or Mike
Sat/Sun:
2-4pm
Lariscy.

AASU Tabs
Michael Butler To
Coach Rejuvenated
Men's Golf
Program
AASU has named
Southbridge Golf Club
professional, Michael
Butler, to serve as head
coach of the Pirate men's
golf program. Butler is a
Savannah native and
former NCAA Division II
All-America golfer.
Butler is the first golf
coach since AASU
dropped the sport follow
ing the 1987-88 athletic
year. The Pirates will
begin play in late.
September of 2000 after a
13 year hiatus.
"I feel very excited to
be starting the men's golf
program from the ground
level," Butler said.
"I look forward to the
challenge of creating a
strong team at Armstrong
Atlantic State."
Butler graduated from
Benedictine Military
School in 1989 and went
on to enjoy a successful
collegiate golf career,
earning NCAA AllAmerican honors at
Florida Community
College at Jacksonville
and competing for the U.S.
in the 1990 World Univer
sity games in Montpelier,
France.
Continuing his career
at Jacksonville State
University, Butler was a
two-time NCAA Division
II All-America honoree for
the gamecocks.
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Music & Entertainment

Top Five Movies
courtesy of yahoo.com

At The Theater:
1. Mission Impossible 2
2. Big Mama's House
3. Dinosaur
4. Shanghai Noon
5. Gladiator

Rentals:
1. American Beauty
2. Sleepy Hollow
3. The World Is Not Enough
4. Eye of The Beholder
5. Galaxy Quest

Peter Pan Flies Into Savannah in 2000
The City of Savannah Leisure Services Youth Theatre,
in partnership with Savannah Theatre Company,
presents J.M. Barrie's most celebrated musical
"Peter Pan",
the weekends of June 30-July 2 and July 7-9 2000
Showtimes are 8:00pmon Friday and Saturday;
Sunday matinees begin at 3:00pm.
Performances of "Peter Pan" take place at the historic
Savannah Theatre, 222 Bull Street, on Chippewa Square.
Tickets are $15.00 foradults, $12.00 forstudents and
seniors, and $10.00 forchildren under 12 years of age.
To reserve tickets, callSavannah Theatre at 233-7764.
infnrmlrrm0,!°n about 9roup ,icket sale=. or ge
neral
information about theshow ptease catt Leisure Seizes
Youth Theatre at 651-6782 or 6783.

The Inkwell Staff Is
Now Accepting
Submissions For
The Summer.
Please drop your work
off at The Inkwell Offici
(Located upstairs in the MC(
Building, room 202).

Come by!
We'll get you paid!

Music & Entertainment

PARKER & CRAIG
Your Entertainment Resource
Our Rating System
Don't Waste Your Money:
Rent It:
Pretty Good:
Gotta See it Yourself:
See It More Than Once:

rvffl *YKJ

Movie Reviews
Mission Impossible 2
Tom Cruise takes the silver screen again as
Ethan Hunt. Hunt's impossible mission, begin
ning and ending with romance, involves a
deadly bi ological agent that puts the fate of
the world in jeopardy and in the hands of evil.
Full of adventure and nonstop action, Mission
Impossible 2 is m ission accomplished.
Big Mama's house
To catch a bank robber, FBI Agent Malcolm
Turner (Martin Lawerence) transforms him
self into a southern granny, Big Mama. More
responsibility than he expected, Turner takes
on cooking soul food and delivering babies as
well as testifying for the patrons at the local
church.
Big Kahuna
Kevin Sp acey and Danny DeVito star in this
film about three crazy marketing reps trying
to locate the president of a company at a busi
ness convention to sell him automotive lubri
cants before any of the other guys get to him.
One is recovering from divorce, the second
hasn't stopped looking even though he is "hap
pily married", and the third is a newlywed on
a quest to find God in the heart's of his fellow
human beings. What begins as a mission to
land the biggest marketing account becomes
an introspective look into what motivates man
to do the things he does.
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AASU Now Accepting Applications to Participate in the
Seventh Annual Savannah Institute for Education in the Arts
The AASU department
of Art, Music, & Theatre
and Savannah/Chatham
County Public Schools'
Visual/Performing Arts and
Magnet Divisions present
the seventh annual Savan
nah Institute for Education
in the Arts (SIEA) June 26
through June 30. The 2000
SIEA is an intensive week
long multi-disciplinary arts
education institute for the
premier high school stu
dents of the greater Savan
nah area.
Held on the campus of
AASU, the summer Vocal/
Choral, Piano, and Visual
Arts institute presents an
exciting chance for the
talented high school stu
dents to participate in a rich
and rewarding one week

workshop with a vibrant
faculty of studio artists/
teachers, performers, and
guest professional art and
music educators. SIEA
students will interact and
fine-tune their artistic skills
on a personal level unavail
able in larger "camp"
experiences.
SIEA is open to talented
students between the rising
ninth grade and 2000 high
school seniors.
The Visual Arts Institute
is limited to a maximum
number of twenty students
and will meet from 9:00
A.M. until 4:00 P.M. each
day of the institute. Inter
ested students must submit
a completed application
form, a portfolio or letter of
recommendation, and $35

processing deposit. The
Visual Arts Institute tuition
and fees total only $ 150
and includes art supplies
and materials. A final
gallery exhibition and
reception featuring artwork
created during the Institute
will be held on Friday
evening, June 30.
Application deadlines
are approaching, and
available space is limited.
Interested high school
students of the visual arts,
Vocal music, and piano
should submit applications
as soon as possible. Appli
cations complete with
detailed information are
available at the AASU Fine
Arts Building. Call
927.5325 for more informa
tion.

Savannah Winds To Celebrate Independence Day And To Honor
America's Veterans With Uplifting Patriotic Concert At AASU
The AASU department
of Art, Music, and Theatre
will celebrate the indepen
dence of our great nation
and honor its countless
courageous veterans with
an uplifting concert in the
AASU fine arts auditorium
on Sunday, July 2, a'. 3:00
pm.
The performance will
include many musical
patriotic favorites includ
ing, The Star Spangled
Banner, Liberty Fanfare,
Washington Post March,
America the Beautiful,
God Bless the USA,
Armed Forces Salute,
f
and Stars and Stripes f ~
Forever.
Yi|
The afternoon will
commence with The
United States Marine
Corps Color Guard of
Hunter Army Airfield
presenting the colors to the
playing of our National
Anthem, The Star
Spangled Banner.
' V.\N

In addition, George
Zettler the 1999" Chatham
County Veteran of the Year"
will be recognized in a
special tribute. To round off
the festivities, Brigadier
General Joseph F.H.
Peterson
will narrate the awe inspir

ing work I Am The
Nation set to the music
of America The Beauti
ful. Tickets for the
concert are $8 and $5 for
Seniors, Military, and
children. For information
about ordering tickets
call 912.927.5325.

'
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Health Matters

"Physicians Urge Preventative Medicine for Global
Climate Change"
"There are people
who still believe that the
entire climate- change
story is a speculative
fairy tale, without a
scientific basis," says
Howard Frumkin, associ
ate professor and chair of
the Department of
Environmental and
Occupational Health at
Rollins School of Public
Health, Emory Univer
sity. "These people are
wrong," he says in a
recent article distributed
by the Georgia Forum,
"based on data from
studies of recent heat
waves and current
meteorological trends,
scientists expect that by
the middle of the next
century Atlanta will
experience 200 healthrelated deaths every
summer."
"More than six billion
of us burn increasing
amounts of fuel, releas
ing carbon dioxide into
the atmosphere. We also
release other 'greenhouse

gases,' such as oxides of
nitrogen and methane.
Together, these act like the
car windows on a summer
day, locking heat inside."
Frumkin, a member of
Physicians for Social
Responsibility (PSR),
reports that there is virtu
ally complete consensus
among mainstream scien
tists that climate change is
occurring. He cites a
recent PSR report titled
"Death by Degrees",
which outlines the effects
of global climate change
on human health in Geor
gia.
The report makes the
point that the global
climate truly is changingand that human activities
are a big part of the
problem.
Frumkin says that one
of scientists' greatest
concerns is the effect of
these heat changes on
human health. The most
predictable of those
effects include heat;
flooding and severe

weather events; and the
spread of infectious and
respiratory diseases.
"But we don't have
to look years ahead to
see how pollution is
threatening Georgia's
health," he adds. "Today
more than 400,000
Georgians suffer from
asthma."
Scientists also expect
climate change to
threaten nutrition. "The
overall outcome is
difficult to predict," says
Frumkin, "but computer
models suggest major
disruptions in the food
supply-with implications
for human nutrition."
"Given the poten
tially catastrophic
effects of climate change
on human health,"
concludes Frumkin, "it
is time to act now to
limit climate change.
Drastically increasing
our energy efficiency is
nothing but plain old
preventative medicine at
its best."

n Apple A Day...
and other home remedies
by Stephanie Craig

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

spotlight on heal
Smart Choices For Improving Your Health-Es*
(NAPS)—While some of today's
In light of this fact, Dr. Dei
common health concerns are recommends that consume"
not life threatening, they can seri their homework wh en selectously threaten quality of life. supplement. DeSilva ncoj.
(Many revolutionary health ad that one should:
vances of late are those that
| • Look for a Quality Sej
improve mood, energy levels, the package verifying tha:
memory, physical appearance and specific extract used in the pi
sexual function.
has been proven effective ant
"In the past, conditions like in clinical trials. (This mild depression, male urinary tant because different eit
problems, general fatigue, aud from the same her b may van
varicose veins have been dis how well they work.)
missed as 'frivolous' or not serious
• Make sure th e manufe
enough to warrant medical atten guarantees that evt
tion. But many of them do cause the product con
pain, affect social relationships exactly what the
and impact health," says Leslie manufacturers have
Beck, B.Sc., RD, a Toronto-based market products
registered dietitian.
tain the ingredient
"Natural health products that ties listed on their L
help people feel better and look
• Look for produt
better will contribute to improve tured by a company
ments in their relations with fam history of high q i
ily, friends and coworkers," contin Call their 800 i
ues Beck. "And when people feel their website and
better, they're much more likely to studies; check if the
eat better and exercise."
offers a money-back or qua!:
Natural health products work to guarantee; and always avoWyit
improve what can be referred t o as ucta with vague labels.
your "health-esteem"—a combina
"Pharmaton Natural Heii
tion of your health and your self- Products are at the top of n
esteem. Herbal supplements are of high quality supples;
increasingly accepted as improving because they have always go:
one's health-esteem. In fact, the the extra mile to give cons®
U.S. herbal supplement business the best supplements possi
has boomed to $4 billion a year.
DeSilva remarks.
"Scientifically tested and proven
Pharmaton markets SOB
supplements can be a safe and America's top health-esteem?
effective choice for people who want plements, like Ginxobaforme
to maintain or enhance a healthy and Ginsana for energy, as *f
lifestyle," states Derrick DeSilva, a range of products for muni?
Jr., MD, president of the American port, prostate health, leg''
Neutraceutical Association and a health, women's health and &
practicing internist.
lb learn more about supples;
However, according to a recent for improving health esteem i
study in the Journal of the Ameri can visit the Pharmaton webs
can Medical Association, most peo www.pharmaton.com or call 1
ple who use natural supplements 451-6688 for a free p ackagf
do so without consulting a doctor.
information.
: mos t

This Apple segment is dedicated to our fellow students in the computer
science department who suffer through endless hours of programming. Happy
typing!
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome occurs when the tendons in the wrist become
inflamed and swell up, compressing the median nerve, a major nerve that
leads from the arm into the fingers. Squeezing this nerve leads to pain ,
numbness, morning stiffness, impaired movement of the fingers, and some
times even temporary paralysis.
Try vitamin B6. Doctors usually suggest taking no more than 250 mg per
day. I recommend taking 50 mg once or twice a day, depending on the sever
ity of your problem. However, it may take several months to notice any
J
improvement.
Exercises that flex the wrist or promote circulation to the hands mav
help. Try gently circling your hands at the wrist, first one direction than the
other. Also, try bendtng your arms at the elbows, pointing your fingers up
ward, and pressing your palms together. Physical therapists suggest doing
these or similar exercises for your wrists everyday.

AASU Staff &
Students Get
FREE
mm Advertising &
mm
with Armstrong ID!
<3

The Health Matters Cooking Corner
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The Inkwell has compiled some healthy alternative recipes for your dining enjoyment.
If you have any to contribute to our Cooking Corner, please email us at inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu,
or feel free to come by and see us at The Inkwell office (upstairs MCC Building, room 202). Enjoy!

Chicken And Rice: Always
A Winning Combination

(NAPS)—In Rice-A-Roni's 1999
recipe contest creative cooks sea
soned, sautfeed, and stir-fried
countless versions of ch icken and
rice, but skewering won the top
award. Joyce Sproul of Bath,
Maine won the $5,000 grand prize
for h er Skillet Chicken Kabobs
and Greek Rice Pilaf.
Sproul has honed her culinary
skills by entering numerous recipe
contests during the past two
decades, but this latest award is
one of her biggest wins. "I wanted
to try something different with
chicken and rice, and I love Greek
food," said Sproul. The addition of
chopped spinach, tomato, garlic
and feta cheese adds color and fla
vor to the winning rice pilaf
recipe, which is paired with
chicken and red pepper kabobs
seasoned with lemon zest and
oregano.
The national contest urged
Rice-A-Roni lovers to show off their
original rice and chicken recipes
using one of the company's 30 sea
soned rice flavors. Skillet meal
recipes were plentiful, as were cre
ative renditions of soups, salads,
wraps and burritos using the bestselling flavored rice brand.
Following is the winning
recipe:
Skillet Chicken Kabobs and
Greek Rice Pilaf
Prep Time: 15 min.
Marinate Time: 15 min.
Cook Time: 40 min.
1 pound boneless, skinless
chicken breasts, cut into
1-inch pieces
1 medium red bell pepper,
cut into 20 (1-inch) pieces

2 tablespoons olive oil
1/2 teaspoon grated lemon peel
1/2 teaspoon dried oregano
1/2 teaspoon coarse ground
black pepper
1 (7.2-ounce) package RICEA-RONI Rice Pilaf
2 garlic cloves, minced
2 cups fresh spinach leaves,
torn into pieces
2 roma tomatoes, cut into
wedges
1/4 cup crumbled feta cheese,
optional
1. Thread chicken and bell
pepper on four 8-inch skew
ers. Place kabobs in a baking
dish. Combine oil, lemon peel,
oregano and pepper. Pour
over kabobs; marinate in
refrigerator for 15 minutes.
2. Heat 10-inch skillet over
medium heat for 1 minute.
Add chicken kabobs and mari
nade; cook 3 minutes on each
side. Remove kabobs from
skillet, reserving drippings.
3. In same skillet over
medium heat, saute rice-pasta
mix with garlic in reserved
drippings until pasta is golden
brown. Add 2 cups water and
Special Seasonings; bring to a
boil. Reduce heat to low.
4. Stir in spinach; place
kabobs over rice. Cover, sim
mer 10 minutes or until rice is
tender and cbicken is no longer
pink inside. Remove kabobs.
Stir in tomatoes. Sprinkle with
cheese if desired and replace
kabobs.
Serves 4
All eight of the prise-win
ning recipes can he found on
wwwjricearonLcoim.

Seasoned Chefs Choose Seasoned Rice Vinegar
(NAPS)—It's all in the ingredi
ents, say creative chefs, and one
ingredient many chefs now con
sider an essential pantry item is
seasoned rice vinegar. This prod
uct adds a light, tangy taste and
flair to a variety of foods.
Culinary experts attribute the
burgeoning popularity of seasoned
rice vinegars to the way the spe
cial blend of s easonings and rice
vinegar enhances the taste of food
without adding fat or cholesterol.
"Although Americans want to
eat healthfully, they do not want
to sacrifice flavor or variety," said
Dennis Dedmond, director for
Nakano Foods, a leading manu
facturer of bottled vinegars.
An Italian penne dish, featur
ing Nakano's Roasted Garlic sea
soned rice vinegar was one of t he
most popular dishes sampled at
the San Francisco and New York
Fancy Food Shows last year.
Here's the recipe:
Penne with Tomatoes and
Feta Cheese
8 oz. uncooked penne pasta
1 can (14-14 oz.) diced
tomatoes in juice, drained
14 cup ripe olives, halved
Y4 cup Nakano Seasoned Rice
Vinegar—Roasted Garlic
V* cup chopped basil or
Italian parsley
2 Tbsp. Olive oil
Ms tsp. each salt and freshground pepper
1 clove garlic, minced
1 cup (4 oz.) crumbled feta
cheese

This Penne with Tomatoes and
Feta Cheese makes an excellent
warm main dish or can be cov
ered and chilled for a delicious
cold salad.
Cook pasta as package
directs; drain and keep warm.
In a large bowl, stir together
tomatoes, olives, Nakano Sea
soned Rice Vinegar, basil, oil,
salt, pepper and garlic. Add
pasta and cheese; toss well.
Serve warm or at room tem
perature. Garnish with addi
tional basil, if desired. Serves 4
as a meatless main dish or 8 as
a side dish. Total preparation
and cook time: 20 minutes.
For a free booklet with addi
tional recipes made with Nakano
Seasoned Rice Vinegars, send a let
ter with your name, mailing
address and a check or money
order for $1 to cover shipping/hand
ling to Nakano Foods Inc., Free
Recipe Book, RO. Box 7014, Dept.
100, Riverside, New Jersey 08075.

Seafood Corn Chowder
1 Tablespoon margarine
1 Cup chopped onion
Mi Cup chopped celery
y% Cup chopped green bell
pepper
Mi Cup chopped red bell
pepper
1 Tablespoon all-purpose
flour
1 Can (10V4 oz.) low sodium
chicken broth
2 Cups skim milk
1 Can (12 oz.) evaporated
skim milk
**8 -12 Ounces surimi seafood,
crab flavored, chunk style
2 Cups fresh or frozen whole
kernel corn
V4 teaspoon black pepper
Vi teaspoon paprika
••Can be substituted with
clam, crawfish, lobster, oys

ters, scallops, shrimp, chunks
of skinless firm-fleshed fish, or
any combination
Melt margarine in large
saucepan over medium heat.
Add onion, celery and green
and red pepper. Cook uncov
ered on moderate heat for 4 to
5 minutes or until vegetables
are soft. Add flour to veg
etable mixture, cook and stir
constantly for 2 minutes.
Gradually add chicken broth
and bring to a boil. Add milk
or evaporated milk, seafood,
corn, black pepper and
paprika. Heat, stirring occa
sionally, 5 minutes or until
chowder is hot and seafood is
cooked. Larger shellfish may
require a few extra minutes of
cooking. Serve.
Makes 6 main-dish servings,
about 8 cups.

7
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Speak Up!

cate) Special Events
request.
Volunteer
support
is
Domestic Violence: A Problem of Silence
(planning and coordinate
very
important
to
the
holiday
festivities), and
Christina Pasa
progress of the shelter's
fund-raising.
work;
however,
there
are
The social disease of do Domestic Violence Act,
One of the four AASU
Way volunteer who
two main obstacles to the
student volunteers for
mestic or family violence which permitted arrest
worked a crisis hotline
recruitment. Amani Eissa,
still runs rampant and vic without a warrant of a
back in the 1970's. She
S.A.F.E. Shelter is Barbara
the shelter's Volunteer
timizes an individual every domestic abuser in certain
was receiving call after
Byers. Barbara is a gradu
fifteen seconds in the circumstances where he/
Coordinator, says "First of
ating Master of Public
call from women crying to
United States. This is an she threatens the safety
all, domestic violence is a
be rescued from their
Health Candidate and has
alarming incidence rate for and welfare of his/ her
very touchy subject. It's
abusive husbands and she
recently been accepted to
a preventable problem.
too thorny." She elabo
dependents (spouses and/
had nobody or nowhere to
medical school. She's
Wife beating is the most or children). It also ensures refer them to.
rated that the issue is a
looking forward to special
common image that comes a quick and speedy trial.
difficult one and one you
Today, the shelter is a
izing in women's health.
to mind when domestic vio
OK. These are great
cannot help but get emo
fully functional 24 bed
When asked how her
lence is mentioned; how acts but are they effective? facility. Only women and
tionally involved with.
experience with the shelter
ever, the definition has Do they exact appropriate
children are allowed to
Secondly, the fact that
would benefit her medical
evolved to reflect just how punishments?
live there. Male victims'
there is very limited direct
career, Barbara said, "I
much more inclusive and
According to the Geor
sons over the age of
service and interactions
would like to be able to
far-reaching this issue has gia Bureau of Investiga
twelve are given hotel
with residents of S.A.F.E.
advise women about their
become.
tion, the total number of
rooms for their stay.
Shelter has historically
options and steps to take in
The training manual for domestic violence cases
In addition to housing,
been a disappointment for
circumstances of domestic
the Police Academy (lo reported in Georgia for
the residents receive
some volunteers. Because
violence." In addition to
cated on our AASU cam 1998 totaled 52,795.
counseling and are taught
the victims are enduring
being
able to recognize
pus) defines family vio Eighty percent of the
skills necessary to reestab
the intense and painful
signs and symptoms in her
lence as; the occurrence of aggressors were male,
lish themselves in their
effects of domestic vio
future patients, she hopes
any felony, battery, assault, while 20% were female.
respective communities,
lence,
the
counseling
and
to empower them to get out
stalking, property damage,
Today, in Savannah, a
free from abuse.
rehabilitation
programs
of abusive situations.
unlawful restraint, and man who beats his spouse
S.A.F.E. Shelter also
require
the
staff
counse
Barbara is actually a
criminal trespass between is guilty of a crime but will
has
an
outreach
compo
lors'
qualifications
and
child survivor of domestic
spouses (past/present), per probably NOT be arrested.
nent
that
obtains
tempoexpertise.
These
individu
violence: in fact, her first
sons who are parents of the Even if he is arrested, he
rary
protective
orders
for
als
need
the
very
childhood memory is that
same child, parents and will probably NOT spend
the victims, provides case
best care and most effec
of her parents fighting. She
children, stepparents and more than an hour in the
management services, and
tive support they can get.
would like to encourage
stepchildren, or other per Chatham County Jail.
works with the families
When
asked
who
other survivors to be
sons living or formerly liv
The hand of domestic
affected by domestic
makes
up
a
majority
of
the
courageous
and get the
ing in the same household. violence knows no bound
violence at their own
volunteer
pool,
Amani
said
help they need to process
Only recently (over the aries of gender, race, or
residences should they
church
groups,
the
United
their
experiences and truly
past 30 years), has the issue socioeconomic status. It is
decide not to go to the
Way,
and
Savannah
Col
deal with them.
of domestic violence been a very insidious and
shelter.
lege
of
Art
and
Design
She suggests to "Get a
truly addressed. Before the indiscriminate threat to the
The shelter's outreach
(SCAD) students. AASU
1960's, some states were fabric of society.
place where you are OK
program also works to
does have four students
still supporting "spousal
and have healed. At that
What is being done?
educate
the
community
on
currently volunteering for
immunity," which prohib More importantly, what
point, you've got to reach
the
issue
of
domestic
the
shelter.
We
do
have
ited wives from suing their can YOU do?
out to others and help end
violence, taking a preven
bragging rights to one of
husbands for ci vil assault.
domestic
violence."
The Savannah Area
tative approach. They go
the few male
Men virtually presented Family Emergency
Reaching out is exactly
out to schools and teach
volunteers. Kudos to you,
In 1994 Congress
what
she's doing. She
(S.A.F.E.) Shelter is a
children anger manage
wherever
you
are!
passed the Violence
started volunteering for
nonprofit organization
ment. They speak to local
There are six areas of
Against Women Act, which whose mission it is to
S.A.F.E. Shelter about two
businesses, such as
volunteering available:
made it a federal crime to
months ago. Her volunteer
lower the incidence rate of Gulfstream Aerospace and
Children's programs
harass, stalk, or physically
work includes assisting the
domestic violence in
Union Camp, educating
(taking care of kids while
injure an "intimate part
shelter's
legal advocate,
Chatham County and
employees about symp
their
moms
are
in
support
ner". It also made it un
provide victims with
Saffiwah Brown. Every
toms and signs of domes
lawful to violate a court
group, every evening from Monday, court cases
temporary housing, emo
tic violence. They even
protective order.
7-8) Administrative ser
tional support, coping
regarding domestic vio
educate
the candidates of
In 1996 Congress
vices (filing, mailings,
skills, and legal advocacy.
lence
are heard. Barbara
the Police Academy on
passed changes to the Gun
computer
work),
Commu
S.A.F.E. Shelter was
pulls respective police
Battered Wife Syndrome
Control Act, making it a
nity Education (public
opened in 1980, in re
reports for the court
and the violence reports.
federal offense for those
speaking to civic groups
sponse to a lack of local
docket.
The outreach program
convicted of domestic
and corporations about the
resources for victims of
She's learning much
also
installs ADT alarm
abuse to possess guns. Also
work of S.A.F.E. Shelter),
spousal abuse. The shelter
about
the legal system and
systems free of charge in
passed in 1996, was the
Legal Advocacy (assisting
was the idea of a United
it has become clear to her
victims' homes upon
the shelter's legal advo
(continued on p.10)

L

CHAOS
For more than 25 years, CHAOS has served to help new
students connect to their new community. The Inkwell Staff
is dedicated to keeping you up-to-date on all of the activities
of CHAOS. In cooperation with the CHAOS leaders, here is
everything you need to know courtesy of the Inkwell.
CHAOS 1, //, and III and Family Orientation Program
9:00 AM Begin Check-In

Plaza area outside of University Hall (Rain site
Atrium and foyer of UH). Registration for both
groups will occur on Plaza Area. Coffee and
juice will be served in the foyer area close to the
elevators. Students need to register at the
assigned tables and enter the hallway via
UH 157, and proceed into UH 156.
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2000 CHAOS Dates

Times

Saturday, July 8
Student/Parent Orientation
Saturday, July 15
Student/Parent Orientation
Saturday, July 29
Student/Parent Orientation
Monday, August 14
Student Orientation
Tuesday, August 15
Student Orientation

9:30 AM Program Begins UH 156- CHAOS Opening and Welcome by
SGA President, Merilee Cox.
10:15 AM

Students will assemble in UH 156 for PIBI
(Personal Responsibility). Parents will attend
the General Information Session for Parents and
get additional information on financial aid and
responsibilities in UH 157.

10:45 AM

Students take a tour of campus. Parents will
also take a tour of campus.

11:15 AM

PIB II (Social Responsibility) for students
and the Information Session I and IIfor parents.

11:45 AM Lunch for students
12:00 Lunch for parents

PIB III (Academic Responsibility) for students;

12:45 PM

Parents will attend the General Information
Sessions III and IV.

1:15 PM

Advisement for students where participants will
be given advisement notices, and class schedule
booklets. Parents will attend the General
Information Session V and VI.

1:45 PM

Registration for students. Students will be
given their PIN numbers before being routed to
the appropriate room for registration.
Parents are dismissed.

* Parents waiting for students may wait in the UH lobby
during registration.
* Minority Affairs and Housing Personnel will also be
available to answer questions at this time.

2000 CHAOS Leaders
Tiffani Bender
Kelly Bryan
Kristopher Colvin
Merilee Cox
Ivy Davenport
Emily Downey
Clevelette Edwards
Heather Fish

Chrissie Forbes
Julie Galletta
Michael Gary
Kenya Gasfdns
Shelina Gwaduri
Sara Humphreys
Dondi Isbell
Eddie Milton

Loren Partain
Michael Pullum
Scott Sheidt
Melissa Sellers
Mary Thornton
Jill Todd

_

Speak Up
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Domestic Violence...
(continued from p.8)
that the standing laws
need to be redesigned.
When asked to elaborate,
she stated, "A man gets no
jail time for sending his
wife to the hospital; how
ever, the consequences
would be much more
severe had he hit a com
plete stranger. There
needs to be more education
regarding domestic vio
lence in the Savannah
judicial system. Conse
quences are not befitting of
the action."
Through her volunteer
work, Barbara finally feels
that she's actively working
against the social disease
of domestic violence. If
you'd like to volunteer for
or request information
about S.A.F.E. Shelter,
please call 234-9999.

WANTED
ROOMMATE TO SHARE
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOME
NEAR CAMPUS.

IP INTERESTED, CALL
KATINA AT
(312)378-5545.
ASKING $325

F

0

R
S
A
L
E

Black Fuji
Manual Camera
with new case.
$55 OBO
Call Tracy at
(912)927-5351.

Rob
Blumenthal
I was pondering those
Pesci- 'Getting screwed at
things I abhor, and I came the drive-thru. Especially
up with my list of: Ten
after painstakingly deci
things I really hate!
phering the order for the
(These are not ordered by jabroni drive-thru attendant
importance or how much who has the look of some
my gut wrenches every
one just waking from a
time I experience one of
thirty year coma. ESPE
these things, they are all
CIALLY if you tell them
equally disgusting to me). 'no mustard' and they make
1) Setting up the VCR to the mistake of slopping only
record a show I highly
mustard on what you spent
anticipate and can't wait
hard earned money on. One
to get home soon enough day a disgruntled postal
to watch, but... My
worker is gonna....
demonic VCR or cable
4) Telephone solicitation.
box has mysteriously
This totally irks me. They
voided my record plea,
(faceless, nameless grey
leaving me with no show people) call my house and
that I waited a lifetime to can t pronounce my name.
see. I really hate that.
How do you expect to sell
2) I find myself lucky
anything when you don't
enough to get a cup of
have the consideration to
coffee and the creamer
pronounce the name cor
clumps up into little
rectly of your next target?
creamer balls ice-skating Know your client. Don't
around the cup. You get
ask for the wife that I am
coffee mustache every
supposed to have, when I
time. I more or less hate
am not married. Any phone
that.
solicitation irks me. No I
3) Putting it like Joe
don t want to give money to

a man who uses a 'phone
name', to make a commis
sion off the charity he is
calling for.'
5) Standing in the shower
when the water temperature
changes from comfortable to
arctic. This is a government
plot to keep everyone just a
bit edgy. I am told that
reverse engineering research
was done with Penguins to
determine just how edgy the
water change could make
you.
6) Fighting with big compa
nies over petty anty crap.
Especially on the phone, and
ESPECIALLY after I've
been transferred for the
seventh time and am reexplaining my cause to the
fourth person in a row who
seems to have been trained
in a different universe than
all other employees of the
company.
7) The feeling I get when I
step into an elevator inhab
ited by only non-English
speaking folks who are

talking about me. I k now
this really happens
because it was on
Seinfeld. That veil of
our neighbor. Money,
language protects you
the saviour, also inspires
now, but just wait till I
evil.
become multilingual!
10) Dying. I am so not
8) Driving. I love to
looking forward to this
drive, but I hate all the
part of life, even though
other people with cars.
it may be a beginning
Nothing can be as fun as
(according to some).
a beautiful drive in the
Others, the scientific
country, or to the beach.
minded among us, may
But you ruin it, just by
just insist that the bio
being on the road. I like
logical organism experi
solitude. You should
ences cell death and we
have seen it during
decay back into the earth
Floyd. My roommate
from which all life
and a friend were the
springs, continuing a
only ones in town it
cycle. Yeah, whatever.
seemed, and the streets
Since no one really
were empty, just like a
knows it's a pretty iffy
ghost town. The streets
proposition. Dying is the
were my personal drive
one event you really have
way. I really hate traffic
to be present at. Can't
jams and crazy drivers.
call in sick, or change the
Don't get me started.
appointment date to fit
9) This harrowing rat
your schedule, and your
race that pits man against office staff can't handle it
man daily, clawing to be
for you. Dying does not
a little more well off than seem advantageous.
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The Early Bird Gets the Worm FASTER
Jenn Alves-Jackson
"I just received a letter ishes at the end of the sum electronically received by per semester. There are two at the time the loan is taken.
in the mail from the business mer term. Thus, in one aca AASU, or verification has types of Stafford loans. The If approved, parents can bor
office saying that I owe demic year there are a total of been completed, students subsidized loan is a loan for row up to the cost of atten
$1,049 for tuition. Why three semesters, fall, spring, will receive an award letter which the government pays dance minus any other funds
hasn't my financial aid come and summer. However, if stu from the AASU financial the interest on the loan previously awarded. If parents
are denied the dependent stu
through?" said an Arm dents receive all of their aid office. This letter will while the student is in
dent then has the option of apstrong Atlantic State Univer awarded money in the fall and state what aid students school. The interest rate of
plying for an additional
sity student to Donna Smith, spring semesters, they will not qualify for , as well as how the loan will be whatever
unsubsidized loan.
the
rate
is
at
the
time
the
a financial aid assistant. have aid available for the much aid they will receive.
Students may not be al
Smith informed the student summer, unless their budget Students MUST sign the loan is taken.
If a student has an lowed to receive the maxi
that her financial aid had not has increased due to class sta award letter, stating what
unsubsidized
loan then the mum amount in loans if they
awards they accept and re
come through because she tus change.
The FAFSA will determine ject, and then return it to the student, not the govern qualify for PELL or HOPE. If
had not met the March 15
students are unsure of whether
a student's eligibility for the financial aid office immedi ment, must pay the interest.
deadline.
or not they qualify for the
This
means
that
students
Smith concurs that many PELL grant, the HOPE Schol ately.
If students do not return can pay the interest while maximum amount in loans
of AASU's students miss the arship, work study and student
they are in school, or defer they can contact the financial
deadline yearly. This leaves loans. This one form does it the awards letter they will
paying
the interest until aid office and speak with a
not be set up to receive
them with the stress of all.
loan counselor. The loan
Once the FAFSA has been funds, which means further they graduate. The interest
straightening out their fi
on the unsubsidized loan counselor will be able to ex
nancial aid and dealing with processed, which can take up delay in the processing of
plain to students, on an indi
to six weeks, the student and their grants and loans. In the will accumulate quarterly.
their new classes.
The interest rate on the vidual basis, how much loan
Wondering why students AASU will receive a Student case of loans, this is a very
unsubsidized loan is also money they are entitled to.
Report
(SAR). serious delay.
miss the deadline? They do Aid
fixed.
not know when the deadline The SAR is a computerized
Work Study
The maximum amount
LOANS
is, although it is posted all version of the FAFSA form.
Work-study
money can
students
can
receive
in
In order for the financial
At this point, students will
over campus, in the admin
also
affect
loan
money.
When!
loans is based on their class
istration building, in the li be notified if they have been aid office to process a loan, status and budget. For ex a student works through the^
selected for verification. Veri a student must first receive,
brary, and in the cafeteria.
complete, and sign an award ample, freshmen are en College Work Study Program
Deadlines can ultimately fication means that students
letter accepting the loan. titled up to $2,625, sopho the government pays their sal
decide the fate of a student. must submit additional docu
mores $3,500, juniors and ary. Therefore, this money is
mentation before they can re Upon acceptance of the loan
If students depend on finan
the financial aid office will seniors $5,500 of subsi calculated into the student's
cial aid to pay for their tu ceive aid. Documentation
contact the lender, who in dized or unsubsidized budget as awarded monies
ition, room and board then usually includes tax returns,
being received by the student.
W-2 forms, marriage license, return will mail the student Stafford loans per aca
they must meet all financial
The
benefit of work-study is
a promissory note. Accord demic year (based on
aid deadlines to ensure or social security card. Stu
need). For additional that you do not have to pay
dents will be notified by ing to Jackie Lewis, a loan
timely processing.
counselor at AASU, "this unsubsidized loans, inde the money back, unlike loans.
So, what has to be done AASU as to what documents
In order to qualify for the
process normally takes four pendent freshmen and
in order for a student to re they must submit.
College
Work Study Program,
sophomores
are
entitled
up
Any documentation re to six weeks." The promis
ceive timely financial aid?
students
must be eligible for
sory note must be signed to $4,000, independent jun
The process is not that quested must be submitted to
federal
aid.
Students are paid
and returned to the lender iors and seniors $5,000.
tricky, unless there are ex AASU within two weeks in
Additional unsubsidized minimum wage, or a little
order to keep the student's file before any money can be
tenuating circumstances.
loans will not be awarded more and can only work a
distributed to the student.
First, students must fill active. It is very important that
"If a promissory note is to dependent students. De maximum of 19 hours a
out the Free Application for students submit documents in
not received by the lender pendent students are those week. Students will be paid on
Federal Student Aid a timely manner, considering
within 60 days of the guar that are under 24 and de a biweekly basis. Students in
(FAFSA) and submit the the verification process can
antee date, the loan will be pend on their parents for terested in work study should
form by the March 15 dead take quite awhile before it is cancelled." "All paperwork support.
mark so on their FAFSA and
line. Beware; this form is a completed.
Parents of dependent then contact the financial aid
If students receive their must be returned in a timely
task in and of itself. To fill
fashion," said Lewis. If stu students seeking additional office upon receiving their
out this form students need SAR andft states that they dents depend on loan money funds may apply for the awards letter. Students usually
have been selected, and they
tax returns from the previ
to cover their tuition, they Parent Loan for Under have to contact individual de
do
not
hear
from
AASU,
they
ous year. For example, if
graduate Students (PLUS). partments about availability.
should contact the financial must return the award letter
students are filling out a
PELL Grant
and the promissory note The PLUS loan involves a
FAFSA for the 2000-2001 aid office to find out what promptly, or have no funds credit check and payments
The FAFSA also deter
academic year, they will documents they must submit.
begin 60 days after the first mines PELL grant eligibility
This will work to the students' available.
need their 1999 tax returns
The Stafford Loan is of check is disbursed. As with and is awarded to students
advantage by ensuring the
and W2 forms.
fered to all students attend other loans, the interest rate based on their income. The
completion of veritication.
An academic year begins
will be whatever the rate is (continued on p.14)
After the SAR has been ing at least six credit hours
with the fall term and fin

While You're Waiting
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Stranger Than Fiction

The Black Dose

Q Wise Man Once Said..

A wealthy Austrian nobleman invited a Dutch horticulturist to his pal
ace for the express purpose of growing a great floral oddity, a black
rose. However, legend told that disaster followed the production of a
black rose. Although the people begged the nobleman to give up his
project, he continued his experiments until he produced his rose. Shortly
after, the nobleman and his wife went on a tour in a neighboring coun
try. One day, as they toured in their open carriage, a man shot the
couple dead. The two murdered aristocrats were the Duchess Sophie
and the Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to the throne of the AustroHungarian Empire. The place was Sarajevo, and the date was June 28,
1914. Those two shots signaled the beginning of World War 1.

Who'd Have ThunkZ
- The diesel engine is named for Rudolf Diesel, a German engineer who de
veloped the device in 1897.
- The first subway in the U.S., the Boston subway, was completed in 1897 as
well.
- The giant hummingbird, found in Ecuador and Chile, is more than eight
inches long.
- A dog that weighs 10 pounds or less is referred to as a toy.

How to Speak Georgian

lthprr
Unnuther

Tarred:
Spect:

Kumpny:

COMPUTER
RI RUNES

COME CELEBRATE THE TENTH
ANNIVERSARY OF THE

^ ARFR^nRw"SIUA™ C0RNER 0F OGLETHORPE AND
^
fa ABERCORN, MARCH DOWN ABERCORN TO BAY DOWN BAY TO JL
4
CITY HALL.
W

k
k
k
k

L

°Ut«therunway andp*

Of ^ane

thTarerSngy P'eCe' argUi"g C°nStan"y abont What kind

OUR GUEST SPEAKERS WILL B E
JUDY WINTERS,
LIFE' ,NC" AND MISS WHEELCHAIR GA
LOCAL POLITICIANS AND LOCAL ENTERTAINERS

FOFORHO?

Sr^A/AT^ W,LL MEET AT FORSYTH PARK
OR HOT DOGS , W ATERMELON AND BEEP BASEBALL

JULY 3, 2000
10:00 AM -4:00 PM
PLEASE RSVP BY JUNE 20th

f

and make Who°shing noises like a plane.
IINTY A SU1
•
c
UNIX Airlines: Everyone brings one piece of the airplane with them

I C°T ^ ^ aiqPOrt' ^3,1

J

fa AMERICANS WITH DI SABILITIES ACT X
fa
WITH U S
£

k
k

Thenl

Matt Groening
When a man talks dirty to a woman, it's sexual ha
rassment. When a woman talks dirty to a man, it's
$3.95 per minute.

FREEDOM DAY MARCH

DOS Airlines: Everybody pushes the airplane until it glides, then •
jumps on and lets the plane coast until it hits the ground again, then
push again, jump on again and so on and so on.
•
MAC Airlines: All the stewardesses, captains, baggage handlers and
ticket agents look the same, act the same nd talk the same. Every
time you ask questions about details, you are told you don't need to
know, don't want to know, and everything will be done without you
even having to know so just shut up.
Windows Airlines: The terminal is nice and colorful, with friendlv
stewardesses, easy access to the plane and an uneventful takeoff
Then the plane blows up without any warning whatsoever
Windows NT Airlines: Everyone marches out on to the runway
says the password in unison and forms the outline of a plane Then

Ambrose Bierce
When authorities warn you of the sinfulness of sex,
there is an important lesson to be learned. Do not have
sex with the authorities.

Steven Wright
Never stand between a dog and the hydrant.
John Peers

Dnp mnrp
One
more
"You want unnuther biscuit?
Fatigued.
"Ah'm too tarred to go bowlin' tonight."
To inmagine or suppose.
"Ah spect a girl as pretty as she is she
could have "bout any man she wanted.
Guests.

"Be home on time. We're havin'kumpny.

Marriage is when man and woman become as one
the trouble starts when they try to decide which one
Anonymous
Abstainer: A weak person who yields to the tempta
tion of denying himself pleasure.

%

J
.. .
L.I.F.E., Inc.
Living Independence For Eveiyone, Inc.
17-21 E. Travis St.
TO«M4«V

While You're Waiting...
KING CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1
2
4
1 Occupation
3
4 Autumnal 12
13
stone
16
8 One of t he 15
Three
18
Bears
12 Ms.
20 21
Gardner
13 Gambling 24
game
29
30
14 Ice
skater's
32
33
jump
15 Gymnastic
•35
maneuver
17 Actress
37 38 39
Eikenberry
18 Dandling 41
venue
46
19 Florist's
supply
49
20 Toil
22 Decorate
46 Frank
24 Oodles
Herbert
25 Likely
trilogy
29 Calendar
47 Reed
abbr.
instrument
30 Garlic hunk
48 Witness
31 Align the
49 Keeps talking
cross-hairs
50 Favorites
32 It's see51 "Yo!"
through
34 Con
DOWN
game
1 Poke
35 Allen
2 Eggs
Ginsburg
3 Spine
poem
4 Propose
36 Delibes
5 Wan
opera
6 Onassis,
37 Remnant
familiarly
40 Ledge
7 Prune
41 Tramcar
8 Type
loads
of p arty
42 Lip
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9 World War II 27 Rock singer
losers
Gallagher
10 Soccer
28 Plus-size
legend
model
11 "—fair
30 Lamb serving
in ..."
33 Aspects
16 Difficulty
34 It's
19 Mag
shaken out
founded by
36 Preferences
Quincy Jones 37 Pop
20 Genie's
38 Gunk
home
39 Tear
21 Sunblock
40 Sean
emollient
Connery, e.g.
22 Cave-dweller 42 Jazzy
of folklore
style
23 Peregrinate 43 White House
25 Oxen's
nickname
burden
44 Appomattox
VIP
26 Negative
reaction
45 Indispensable
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"You don't see me going around saying
'Hey dude' alt the time."
"Could you wait a minute, officer?
This song is almost over."

Salome's Stars

"Help! I'm choking! Quick, somebody
give me the Heimlich maneuver!"

"Here's an interesting fact, honeyl People
who have been married as long as us
start to look like each other.
Did you hear me, Roger?"

*Beat CV. "

ARIES (March 21 to April 19) Your
sense of adventure is energized by a
challenge you've been hoping for. A
loved one has some reservations but
can be persuaded to support your move.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
Your recent unsettled period has
passed. Move ahead with those plans
you put on hold. An offer needs care
ful study before you decide to accept
or reject.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) A
career move could be in the works, but
you might want to question facts that
recently came to light. A Libra emerges
as the most likely romantic prospect.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
Tense moments in relationships ease
up by week's end. In the meantime, be
careful not to react in a way that will
aggravate the situation.
LEO (July 23 to August 22)
Children or other kin present problems
that you need to deal with. Your strong
protective nature reaches out to reas
sure them that all will soon be well.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) You've earned the right to enjoy
some fun time with friends and family.
Someone from your past remembers
you with fondness. Expect a call.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) You might feel the urge to change
your surroundings. If you're not up to

a major move, you could get the same
effect by redecorating your home.
SCORPIO (October 23 to Nov
ember 21) Changes in your workplace
could test your decision-making abili
ty. Rely on your self-confidence to
help you make the right choice at the
right time.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) Resist the urge to rush
to judgment about friends who might
appear to have let you down. You need
to hear their sides of the story before
you act.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) The times favor achange for
the better in your private life. You might
still have some sticky wickets to deal
with on the job, however. Stay alert.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) A friendship could sud
denly move from platonic to passion
ate. The decision for any change in this
situation is ultimately yours to make.
Consider it thoroughly.
PISCES (February 19 to March 20)
You might still be reacting to a stun
ning revelation from a friend. But it's
time to move on. Travel offers a chance
to bring someone new into your life.
YOU WERE BORN THIS
WEEK: You're a loyal friend. You
love the arts and enjoy singing.
© 2000 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

Etc.
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AA 65 YEARS STRONG, HAS GIVEN
HOPE, HEALING TO MILLIONS
When Bill W. and
Dr. B ob met in Ohio on
May 11, 1935, neither
of them guessed that
their handshake would
lead to an international
organization with
nearly two million
members. That organi
zation happened
through a combination
of single-minded vision
and happy accidents.
After Bob gained
sobriety, he and Bill
began sharing their
twelve step program of
recovery with alcohol
ics at Akron City
Hospital. When one of
the patients became
sober, Bill and Bob
could officially say that
they had a support
group.
Similar groups
sprang up in Cleveland
and New York. By
1939, 100 people
counted themselves as
sober by the grace of a
higher power and the
twelve steps.
It was time to give
this collection of groups
a formal identity and
refine their operating
principles.
The members chose
alcoholics anonymous
for the name of their
The Early Bird...
(continued from p.ll)
government has a formula,
a secret formula, that is
used to calculate students
Expected Family Contribu
tion (EFC). The EFC is an
estimate, set by the govern
ment, of how much money
students are able to contrib
ute to their education. If a
student's EFC is $3,000 or
below then they will qualify
for PELL. The amount
awarded will vary based on
how low the EFC is.
If s tudents want to be

L

organization and for the
title of the book they
published.
All this happened just
in t ime. After articles
about AA appeared in the
Cleveland Plain Dealer
and Liberty Magazine, the
organization got hundreds
of urgent calls for help. A
service office in New
York set its staff to an
swering phones, mailing
pamphlets, and distribut
ing books.
By 1950, AA's mem
bership was 100,000
strong and the organiza
tion staged its first inter
national convention. Dr.
Bob made his last public
appearance at that event,
urging his audience to
'maintain the simplicity
of our program'. No
doubt those words will be
quoted this year at AA's
international convention
in Minneapolis, June 29
through July 2.
For more than six
decades, evidence of AA's
effectiveness has come
through anecdotal ac
counts of recovery,
membership figures and
world wide expansion.
Today AA includes
98,710 groups with
service offices in 42
countries.

sure that they are receiving
the correct amount of PELL
or to be sure that they are not
eligible, there is a chart in the
financial aid office that shows
how much PELL they are en
titled to. This chart is based
on the EFC and the number
of hours the student is en
rolled in.
Keep in mind that the
amount of PELL awarded to
students is usually based on
full time enrollment (12 hours
or more). Thus, if students
enroll in less than 12 hours the
amount of PELL will be ad

justed to the number of hours
taken. PELL money, unlike
loans, does not have to be
paid back.

HOPE Scholarship
The HOPE Scholarship
offers the same advantage as
the PELL grant ana is
awarded to students who
have graduated from a Geor
gia high school with a mini
mum grade point average of
3.0. It is also awarded to
transfer students, who are
Georgia residents, with a
minimum GPA of 3.0.
Transfer students must
request an evaluation from
the financial aid office.
Evaluations can only be
done when a student has
reached the 30, 60, and 90
attempted hours. If students
only have 28 attempted
hours, then they must wait
until they complete their
next set of classes before
they can request evaluation.
According to Christel
Morrison, financial aid su
pervisor, "students are now
allowed to receive the full
HOPE award even if they are
receiving full PELL."
Morrison also wanted to re
mind students that when
they have 127 attempted
hours, they will no longer be
eligible to receive HOPE."

been paid there will be
money left over in the
student's account. If this is

dents will have to explain
why they did not meet the
requirement,

the case, the business office
The SAP committee Wj|]
will give the student a differ- evaluate each student indj
ence check. Difference vidually and then makeade
checks can be used for the cision. If the SAP commit,
student's personal expenses. tee feels that the student did
This includes books, room not have sufficient cause for
and board for off-campus missing the requirement
students, and even a shop then the student will not re
ping trip.
ceive financial aid fo r the
Difference checks are following year, this includes
normally distributed two all forms of aid (PELL,
days before classes begin. loans, HOPE, etc). Students
The business office has re will then have to pay for
cently started sending ap their own tuition and prove
pointment cards to students that they can meet the r e
telling them when and where quirement before any a id
they can pick up their checks. will be awarded again.
Students receiving loans for
The FAFSA for the fol
the first time will be able to lowing academic year is
pick up their checks 30 days usually available by the first
after the semester begins.
week of January. If students
When receiving differ are returning financial a id
ence checks students should students than they should re
keep in mind that if they have ceive a renewal form in the
taken their maximum amount mail that will only require
of money for the fall and them to fill in new tax i n
spring semester, they will not formation and other m inor
have any money for the sum information (i.e. grade
mer. Thus, students might level). It will also give stu
want to save money for the dents the option to change
summer tuition if they plan previous information such
to attend.
as address and telephone
numbers.

Student Responsibility
The biggest issue with fi
nancial aid is that it comes
with academic responsibility.

So, what happens if you
missed the March 15 dead
line? According to Smith,
'students can still apply, but
there is no guarantee their
funds will be available on

Students who attend
AASU using a military
Students receiving financial
waiver, to obtain instate tu
aid must maintain a 67%
ition, are not eligible for
progiess rate per academic time, so be prepared to
HOPE, unless they were
year. This means that with wait."
Georgia residents when they
drawing from classes can
began their first semester at
hurt a student. Many students
AASU.
withdraw from classes and
If students are interested in
receive a grade of "W". Al
additional
scholarships
though this grade will not af
awarded by AASU then they
fect your GPA, it may affect
must fill out AASU's schol
your financial aid.
arship evaluation form, which
If students do not meet the "But I don 't want to call them all Joeyl
can be obtained at the finan
Don't I ha ve a say in the matter?"
67% requirement for the aca
cial aid office. Students
demic year, they will not be
should also conduct indi
able to receive aid for the
vidual research outside of
next year, which means they
AASU for scholarship avail
will have to pay for classes
ability.
out of pocket. If students
want to appeal they will have
Difference Checks
to go through the Standards
It is very likely that after
of Academic Progress (SAP)
the semester's tuition has
It doesn't have any
process, at which point stu- "It's an igloo.
square footage."

Campus Concerns
CSCI 3330 Course Syllabus
Spring, 2000
PROFESSOR:
Dr. Charles Shipley
University Hall 293
Office Hours:

10-11 MWF;5-6 pm HW;2:15-3 pm T/R,
and by appointment

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
0 — Comparative Languages
xereguisites:"C or better in CSCI 2390 and CSCI 2620
Corequisite: CSCI 3202. Comparative study of programming
languages including facilities for procedures, parameter
passing and recursion, control structures, and storage
allocation techniques. Methods of specifying syntax and
semantics. Introduction to program translation.
TEXT:
Sebesta, Concepts of Programming Languages, 4th Edition,
Addison Wesley, 1999.
GRADES:
homework and programs:
exams

approximately 200 points
approximately 600 points

IMPORTANT DATES:
Holiday
Spring Break
Mid Term
Last Day of Class
Final Exam

January 17
March 13-19
April 6
May 1
May 3, 6 pm

Syllabus provided by Dr. Shipley for CSCI 3330 (Computer Science) class

Upon arrival, before entering The honor court is a group president of the university.
their plea of guilty or not
of twelve students that are
In addition, if those acguilty, the students involved
representative of the
cused are found guilty, the
received Shipley's statement University populace, at
students could face a mini
least seven of which will
to the Honor Court.
mum penalty of a zero on
be required to hear each
In this statement, he
the assignments involved,
strongly asserts his belief that case. A secret ballot vote
and a maximum penalty of
"it will be
important "The meaning of unauthorized help shall be made clear by
for the
the instructor of each class" (AASU 1999-2000 Catalog 51).
Court to
differentiate-as it deliberates of the honor court mem
suspension from school
on sanctions for any that it
bers present at the case is for one full calendar year.
finds guilty-between those
The Inkwell's sources
called for in each instance,
that cooperated and those
revealed
that several
with a 2/3 majority re
that did not. A first approxi
students had already
quired to convict.
mation to this will of course
As the allegations only transferred to other
be whether or not anyone
schools before any
involve first time of
found guilty pled guilty or
fenses, if found guilty, the charges were levied. If
innocent. But I believe the
they are found guilty, the
honor court votes on the
differentiation should go
stigma could follow them
penalty which is then
beyond that. I believe the
to their current school.
presented to Dr. Sara
Court should differentiate
If the penalty facing
Connor, Interim Vice
between those who said 'I
the students results in a
President of Academic
shared', and those who said
failing grade, those
Affairs. Dr. Connor can
'I shared with person A, B,
students choosing to
implement the penalty,
and C'.
remain at Armstrong,
harshen or lessen it, or
must retake the aforemen
even dismiss the case.
Consequently, the
students have to face the
After the honor court has tioned classes with the .
honor court to clear their
reached a decision, it can same professor, Dr.
Shipley. He also teaches
names of any wrongdoing.
only be appealed to the
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other upper level courses
that CS majors must
complete for their degree.
So many of the students
accused may have to enroll
in, and successfully com
plete, four of his classes
before they can graduate.
Most students are emphati
cally opposed to that
scenario and are transfer
ring in light of the allega
tions.
Tuesday, June 13,
served as the initial hearing
for the accused and contin
ued on Wednesday, June
14, with each of the com
puter science students
waiting their turn to appear
before the Honor Court
officials and to find out
what punishment had been
assigned each of them. The
students were tried indi
vidually. It was revealed to
the Inkwell reporters that
most students plead guilty,
with only a few contesting
the allegations.
For most of the students
involved, the penalty was
an automatic failing grade
in the course in question.
Unfortunately, several of
the students were enrolled

in b oth of the classes
Shipley accused of
cheating. Many of these
students were delt two
failing grades. Some
students were given a
slightly lesser penalty
with zeroes on a number
of assignments for the
course which conse
quently means that the
student must reenroll in
the class to receive credit.
According to one
student who has asked to
remain annonymous,
"There wasn't much point
in pleading innocent. We
all felt we woud be
convicted regardless."
Dr. Joe Buck, who
investigates possible
violations of the honor
code, declined to release
any specifics about the
case. However, he did say
that he does not remem
ber a case of this magni
tude that involved as
many students during his
tenure at AASU.
The Inkwell staff has
received several letters to
the editor concerning this
case. See page16 for a
few of these letters.

The Inkwell Is Running This Summer!!!
Send us your submissions and get PAID!!!

(Help prevent Inkwell Staff Exhaustion! Send us your submissions!)

Armstrong Atlantic State University
The Inkwell
Summer Publication/Submission Schedule
Submissions Due

Summer '00

May 23
June 13
July 3
July 17

Publication Date

June 2
June 23
July 14
July 28

Tn The Editor
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meet with Dr. Shipley in
groups to ask questions of
programs. Did Shipley say
anything to them about
cheating then? No.
Now it appears that a student (who was not accused
of cheating, incidentally) has
decided to come forward and
support Shipley's claim that

Shipley had every right to invade the students accounts.
"How," do you say, "is that
possible?"
Well, as the e-mail accounts were part of the Computer Science Departments
system it is considered the
property of the school and can
be viewed by whoever

I believe the teacher intentionally
misled the students...

Dear Editor,

To the Editor,
Some of my friends
around campus have told me
about the Honor Code violation" situation. Most of
them do not remember their
teacher mentioning the
Honor Code, much less, "going on, and on about it." It
seems odd to me that the one
student who does remember
the professor commenting on
the subject is nameless, face Dear Editor,
less, and more or less, fic
After hearing of the ne»s
tional. Besides that, my concerning many compute
supposed],
friends claim they
v went in
science aiuuclll5
students supposed])
groups to their professor who violating the AASU Horn
never bothered to mention Code, I thought to myself
the inappropriateness of that, if this could happen to tL
Was he hying to set them up? this could happen torn*,
rrn •
.. . «
.
...
This editorial writer thinks dent! I heard that instead of
so.
standing up for themselves

he was adamant about what yadda, yadda, yadda. I really
I have been a dedicated he considered cheating, didn't understand how it was
student at this university for However, this student refuses legal, but according to the
three years. I have very strong to be named andconfront the students involved, it was. I,
opinions concerning those accused students at the for one, am taking that little
students who choose to forgo Honor Court. Hmm...quite a tid bit straight to heart. Only
K9 C
hard work an d instead cheat mvcfprimic
mysterious follmv
fellow, eh?
So, «t
it Unfmoll
Hotmail for me for now on
on assignments. I feel that comes down to the word of
Frankly, I think this just
they get what they deserve twenty students against the smacks of malicious perseWhen they are punished.
word of Shipley and his cution. I believe the teacher
Was he trying to set them up?
Recently, I have been shadowy supporter.
intentionally misled the stuNo graduating seniors the majority pled guilty aft
hearing that a teacher in the
And what about these stu- dents by not telling them of
were accused. People who a pretty threatening letters
Computer Science Depart dents? Are they all 18 year their mistake.
live
together (boyfriend-girl- received from the p rofesso
ment has accused almost two
Ut .°f high
admit t0 beinS severc]y
°
.
*
menu;
friend) were not accused, by each of the stuc
studentspnc
entire classes of cheating.
a,len
ed
w
he
!COIn
u
^
®
"
P
'^
Something
smells
like
Cod
to
the
first
hearing.
H
Around twenty people have
been brought before the honor ity of studente acotsecTare ZZTZ ,' Til
^ Besides
»
™s » ridiculous!Hit.
court f or "collaborating" on older (average of say 25 all made a^onsoou/dedwere
S^ded opinion that it is well will:
computer programs. What do
de
ent
years old), often ex-military sion to cheat on their pro- w
h
?
Pro_ ^ n8hts of thc students bs
I say to that? You go Dr.
mg TCUMd * C°nSiderI°C":
students with high CPA's and grams. Why not? Simply be- else out kfe dh I w
Shipley! Cheaters should be veiy respectable reputations, cause, from what mv new u
? feedback iets one ing for legal representation!
punished. Then I find outthat
y Stand in a
U not only
The classes they are accused found computer science ma- 7^ ^
the student
several students in my class
om lme 1S 111616
of cheating in are upperlevel jor friends tell me at that °
'
reputations, but it affects the:
this summer are among those
S t0 CVery Story'
classes. Most are just a few level they know how easv it 7* tW°
academic records as w eii
being accused. Now, here I
amazed
that
so
man
What
semesters from graduating, is to spot people who cheat
^
y
does the future holdfo
am ready to lay in on them for
would make m 6r"
a student looking to purse,
but they all decide (that is all Something about how the
their behavior. However, be
S° ,gnevous lf they were
as in 20 separate people), de- code is worded, etcetera etgraduate school or the sue!
fore I can launch into my ti
001
misIed- No wonder so
spite the previous classes cetera. The Doint bei™ if
with such a dark sp ot haunt
rade, the students tell me a
many would rather transfer
they had successfully com- they were cheafinp intend'
_ _
,
few interesting things.
haVC
that
educator
pleted without „uwidp,
mishap, mat
that ally,
.' and
I thought tO mf
ally, why
why would
would thev
thev make
make
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These students (all sup nnut
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porting and confirm ing each now was the time to forget it so obvious when they know Wh!trViT
dJ^e to know is, has
thenm
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and
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how
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really
is'
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other throughout their story )
happen to them,
cheat. AND, not only did
My friends have deride
Professor ever done
tell me that th ey were never
8
11,15
bef
re?
°
this could happen
told by the instructor that he diey cheat on one program, to Jsfertoo^r schools wmf"
behavior be judged
but
most
of
the
students
inwhere
this
kind
of
thing
simIf
considered working in groups
department head as he
to any student!
to be cheating. At this point, I volved are accused of cheat- ply would not be allowed to u*
,Judged his students? I ing their academic past? How
skeptically say that obviously ing on 5 or more programs, happen. I am sorelv temnted
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tioned it in class on the first
day of school, as my teachers
always do. They say that not
only did the teacher not men
tion his policies, he even wit
nessed students discussing
programs together right
smack dab in front of him.
They then descri be going to
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the V6ry,iv6S of his studeDt

dependable and forthright,
I just can't imagine them
them

^
scenario wa
his fault?!? I would like
offer my
mv svmnafhv
offer
sympathy for
for the
tl»

„?? ,nf'°"ully. With°f tlleseto
P 6 ^ 8areexcellentstudents
and overachievers. I think a
sunderstanding has turned
nto a huge court case waiting to happen.
Anne S. Theezia

poor students. It is a navd?
take
students to have to s o m u c h time out of their hec
tic academic as well as pef
sonal lives to deal with suet
added stress. Students walcl
your backs!
Kasey Kuhns
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